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Website design is very a common word in IT. Why only in IT, it is also very much famous among
common man. The process of designing the front end of web site is called web design. Web site
design is done through different web development tools like php, html, xml, etc. As website has
become a way of information so web designing has become more common for all. The popularity of
website lies in web designing. The more simple, attractive and informative is the web pages, the
more viewers will visit the web sites. So we have to follow some basic ideas while do the website
design.

While designing web site we have to take care of the home page (fist page of website). As it is the
first page it should have the capability to catch viewers .Web developers generally make this page
simple but attractive. Similar look and feel of all pages in web site is always good. Web site design
should not tend to attract viewers with colors and images. Less images and less use of colorful page
gives a better look rather than using lots of images and colorful pages. Back ground of the pages
should not be loaded with images and colors.

It should be of light and contrast to the text of the pages so that viewer can easily read the
information on the web pages. Lot of multimedia effects, flashy images is not required for the web
site design. Every page should go back to home page from any parts of the web site .It is the first
and foremost thing of website design. These are the very basic thing in design of web site. There is
lot more to consider while do web site design.

Games, IT, music, health, entertainment, food and whatever may be, web site will give you related
information. The popularity of the web site design does not mean that it should be expensive. There
are some companies who provide cheap web design. With these companies you need not to pay
thousands of money to get a professional and attractive web site. In this cheap web design process
you can design even having no idea about website design. Here less time is required for web site
design.

Some companies give you cheap web design services like content management system where you
have to login and then update your web related data. It also gives you freedom of creating web site
by yourself. It helps in shaping your web site as you require.
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